The Spirit Sampler from Ocean Optics is a fully-integrated portable instrument that quickly determines the quality and authenticity of beverages, immediately identifying counterfeit or adulterated samples. Clear, light or dark spirits can be quickly analyzed with this easy-to-use instrument. The Spirit Sampler features a very simple control screen, and only minimal training is necessary for proper operation.

Industry-tested, the Spirit Sampler protects and secures your brand and your reputation. Contact us today for a demo.
Easy Operation

The Spirit Sampler is a fully integrated, standalone portable authentication system. Using the technology typically found in expensive bench top laboratory instruments, the Spirits Sampler lets you take the power of the quality control lab with you, into the field. Operating for an entire day from a single battery charge, this powerful analyzer can truly be taken anywhere.

Other convenience features include:

- Fast sample analysis in less than 15 seconds
- Simple data presentation in a convenient easy-to-understand format
- Easy loading of samples with separate channels for clear, light and dark spirits
- Simple, on-screen prompts to guide the user through a measurement

Fully automated system performance check ensures high quality of data collection and allows very simple ease of use.

Fast, Accurate Results

No matter your test, no matter the conditions, know instantly if your product is authentic and up to the high quality standards of your brand. Advanced data processing always gives you the most accurate results. Customers are using the Spirit Sampler today to:

- Detect counterfeit samples
- Confirm product quality
- Confirm product identity

Backed by the global support of Ocean Optics, the Spirit Sampler is a reliable tool that can help protect your product.